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The incident

Schiphol Airport has three (3) parallel runways, positioned north-south: 18 right (18R), 
18 centre (18C) and 18 left (18L, Aalsmeer, see figure 1). The two most westerly runways 
18R and 18C are used simultaneously for incoming traffic, so called parallel approaches. 
18L is used for departing traffic. Because of infrastructure north of the runway, and noise 
abatement for the nearby city of Aalsmeer, 18L is not used for landings.
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Figure 1:  Airfield layout of Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, runways 18 C and 18R are situated at the top left. 
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Air trafic separation

Horizontal or vertical distance between aircraft during flight is called ‘separation’. 
Minimum separation is used to make air traffic safer and at the mean time make best use 
of airspace available. ATC is responsible for maintaining minimum safe distances between 
aircraft under their control. ATC controllers give directions to crews stating heading, 
altitude and speed to fly in order to maintain minimum separation. 
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Figure 4:  Minimum distance between aircraft, separation minima

When using parallel runways for landing, the minimum distance between aircraft in the 
approach is 3NM8 (circa 5,5 km) horizontally or 1000 feet9 (circa 305 m) vertically 
(figure 4).10 Minimum separation is maintained until both aircraft in the approach intercept 
the final radial11 to the runway, guiding them to the threshold.12 LVNL has translated ICAO 
Document 4444 in their own procedure, written down in “Voorschriften Dienst Verkeers-
leiding” (VDV).

VDV describes standard procedures and relevant focus points for simultaneous parallel 
approaches, using 18R and 18C for landing and 18L for departure. Standard altitude for 
the beginning of the approach for 18R is 2000 feet and 3000 feet for runway 18C. The 
procedure in VDV describes that “deviation from these altitudes is permitted, but only if a 
minimum altitude difference of 1000 feet exists between the altered approach altitudes 
for the parallel approaches”. 

8 1 Nautical mile (NM) is 1852 meter.
9 Feet are used as unit for altitude in aviation, 1 foot is 0.3048 meter.
10 Published in ICAO Document 4444.
11 The Instrument Landing System (ILS) gives pilots a precise position of the aircraft in relation to the optimum glide 

path on final, both vertically and horizontally.
12 So called “independent runway use”.
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Have a nice flight! 
 

Thank you! 


